
South Korean Won 0.35
Brazilian Real 0.02
Mexican Peso 0.01
Taiwanese Dollar –0.05
Norwegian Krone –0.06
British Pound –0.11
Australian Dollar –0.12
Euro –0.14
Swiss Franc –0.16
Canadian Dollar –0.17
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eCB President Draghi Sets tone for interest-rate reduction 

8:00 IT Monti’s Cabinet Holds Meeting
9:00  US Geithner and Brainard Speak
10:00  US Bernanke Testifies on Economic Outlook
12:10  US Fed’s Lockhart Speaks on Economy
13:15  US Fed’s Kocherlakota Speaks
15:30  US Fed’s Fisher Speaks on Renminbi

8:00 US RBC Consumer Outlook Index - 47.6

8:30 US Initial Jobless Claims 378K 383K

8:30  US Continuing Claims 3250K 3242K

9:00 MX Consumer Prices (YoY) 3.80% 3.41%

9:45 US Bloomberg Consumer Comfort - -39.3

15:00 US  Consumer Credit $11.000B $21.355B

19:50  JN GDP Annualized 4.5% 4.1%

Spain Sells Bonds as Crisis threatens Demand 

Americans Spooked by Slump Cling to Jobs

Geithner, Bernanke Worried by eu Banks

Japan Faces Flight to Quality, repeating ‘95

Hollande Vow Lures investors to French Debt

 ■ WHAT TO WATCH: China cut its benchmark lending and 
deposit rates for the first time since 2008. The BOE kept its 
benchmark rate at 0.5 percent and held its ceiling for bond 
purchases at 325 billion pounds. Spain sold 2.07 billion euros 
of bonds, meeting its maximum target, as its 10-year borrow-

ing cost rose. France sold 7.84 billion euros of debt at decade-low yields. U.K. service 
industries unexpectedly maintained their pace of growth in May. European policy mak-
ers are fighting a “complete lack of confidence” in their ability to resolve the crisis, Fitch 
Ratings President Paul Taylor said. 

 ■ ECOnOmiCS: Fed Chairman Ben S. Bernanke testifies to U.S. lawmakers on the 
economic outlook, 10 a.m. French unemployment rose to 10 percent in the first quarter.

 ■ gOvErnmEnT: Opposition in German Chancellor Angela merkel’s government to 
debt sharing to counter the European crisis is weakening, two of her allies said. indian 
Prime minister manmohan Singh vowed to revitalize domestic growth as he outlined 
infrastructure projects and urged officials to bridge differences impeding progress.

 ■ COmPAniES: Samsung Electronics named Kwon Oh Hyun, head of the company’s 
display and chip business, as CEO.

 ■ mArKETS: Stocks rose. Saudi Arabia is poised to rein in oil sales after it achieved a 
$100-a-barrel target. global food prices fell the most in two years in May. 

FiRSt WORd daybOOk: 

brad Skillman and  
James Cone

Ethan Harris on the looming  
‘fiscal cliff’

10Y spreads: distance From HigHs

Big Picture: COMMEntaRy by daVid POWELL, bLOOMbERG ECOnOMiSt

that phrase with: “economic growth in the 
euro area remains weak.” in the fourth 
paragraph, they stated: “Looking beyond 
the short term, we continue to expect the 
euro area economy to recover gradually,” 
refraining from providing a time horizon for 
that expectation.

the central bankers overtly suggested a 
contraction may materialize. they wrote: 
“On a quarterly basis, euro-area real GdP 
growth was flat in the first quarter of 2012. 
available indicators for the second quarter 

the European Central bank has laid the 
ground work for an interest rate reduc-
tion that may materialize as soon as next 
month. yesterday’s press statement was 
more dovish than it was in May, with a sig-
nificant softening of the outlook on growth.

the Governing Council deleted from the 
second paragraph their optimistic forecast 
for a recovery in 2012. Last month, they 
said “economic activity is expected to 
recover gradually over the course of this 
year.” this month, the members replaced 

China rate Cut, BOe, Spanish yields, Bernanke 
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Euro-Area Composite PMI Survey Records New Cyclical Low  

of the year point to a weakening of growth.” a 
“weakening” from zero is a negative number.

the officials also abandoned their opti-
mism on the global outlook. in May, they 
stated: “there are indications that the global 
recovery is proceeding.” no mention of an 
improvement around the world was made 
this month.

the policy makers appear to have given 
up on a boost to growth from their three-
year longer-term refinancing operations. in 
May, ECb President Mario draghi said: “the 
full supportive impact of the Eurosystem’s 
non-standard measures will need time to 
unfold and to have a positive effect on the 
growth of loans when demand recovers.” He 
omitted any mention of those liquidity injec-
tions from yesterday’s statement.

draghi has conceded the problem to be a 
lack of demand rather than an insufficient 
supply of credit. He said: “subdued credit 
demand is likely to prevail in the period 
ahead,” after describing the weakness in 
credit growth. the primary tool of a central 
bank to control the demand for credit is 
the main policy rate, which is the “price of 
money”. that means a reduction of financing 
costs is required. 

the inflation outlook was similar to the 
softened stance adopted last month. in april, 
the Governing Council had written: “infla-
tion rates are likely to stay above 2 percent 
in 2012, with upside risks prevailing.” the 
latter clause was removed in May and they 
repeated the same general outlook yester-
day, saying: “While inflation rates are likely 
to remain above 2 percent for the remainder 
of 2012, over the policy-relevant horizon we 
expect price developments to remain in line 
with price stability.”

the president also revealed some mem-
bers of the Governing Council pushed for an 
interest rate reduction this month. He said, 
during the question-and-answer session: 
“the decision has been taken by consensus.” 

those calls are likely to grow louder as 
the pain increases. Unemployment reached 
a record high of 11 percent in april. the 
composite PMi survey for the euro area has 
fallen to a new cyclical low of 46.

after softening its tone on inflation in May 
and downgrading the outlook for growth in 
June, the ECb’s next step – even given its 
preference for “gradualism” – will likely be 
concrete action in the form of a rate reduc-
tion of 25 basis points.

Big Picture
continued from page 1 

daVid POWELL
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political watch by bLOOMbERG nEWS

percent in the fourth quarter.

 ■ inflation in the netherlands, calcu-
lated using the EU method, slowed to 2.5 
percent in May from 2.8 percent in april.

 ■ Switzerland’s jobless rate held at a 
seasonally adjusted 3.2 percent in May.

 ■ norway’s manufacturing output rose 
1.1 percent in april from March, when it 
dropped 0.4 percent.

global Equity Performance

Sperling Warns on Cuts
Republicans and democrats must 

agree on a “balanced compromise” on 
budget deficit reduction that avoids 
“penny-wise but pound-foolish” spend-
ing cuts, a top economic adviser to 
President Barack Obama said. the 
U.S. needs long-term savings on 
entitlement spending, higher taxes on 
the wealthy and “immediate support for 
jobs and the recovery,” gene Sper-
ling, director of the national Economic 
Council, said in a speech, according to 
excerpts released by the White House. 
“if you are someone who is concerned 
about structural unemployment you 
should be obsessed with immediate job 
creating measures,” Sperling said. 

russia Courts iran on Syria
Russia is seeking to enlist iran in a 

bid to engineer a political transition in 
Syria, a move that drew a hostile U.S. 
reaction even as the Obama admin-
istration asks for more pressure on 
Syrian President Bashar al-Assad. the 
Russian move comes on the heels of 
reports on al Jazeera television, citing 
activists, of new massacres by assad’s 
forces. the possibility of recruiting iran, 
one of assad’s main backers, to assist 
in efforts to end the violence and ease 
him out of power was floated as Kofi 
Annan, the architect of a failed United 
nations april truce, prepared to address 
the Un today about ways to revive his 
peace plan or pursue next steps.

Japan Parties to Talk on Taxes
Japan’s main opposition Liberal dem-

ocratic Party agreed to talks with the 
ruling democratic Party on Prime Min-
ister Yoshihiko noda’s bill to double 
the consumption tax in order to pay for 
soaring welfare costs. LdP Secretary-
General nobuteru ishihara announced 
the decision at a press conference 
today in tokyo. His party has called for 
the dPJ to withdraw legislation to revise 
the social security system in return for 
support on the tax bill. noda this week 
acceded to opposition calls to replace 
two of his Cabinet ministers. the public 
is increasingly at odds with noda’s push 
to pass the legislation before parliament 
is scheduled to end on June 21. 

OVerNiGHt By BloomBerg News

euroPe

 ■ U.K. services Pmi held at 53.3 in May, 
Markit Economics and the Chartered insti-
tute of Purchasing and Supply said. retail 
sales rose 1.3 percent in May from a year 
earlier after a 3.3 percent decline in april, 
the british Retail Consortium said.

 ■ France’s unemployment rate rose 
to 10 percent in the first quarter from 9.8 

 ■ Estonia’s inflation slowed to 3.8 per-
cent in May from 4 percent in april.

 ■ Hungary’s industrial output fell 3.1 
percent in april from a year earlier after a 
0.6 percent gain in March.

AsiA

 ■ Australia’s employment rose  
by 38,900 in May after a 7,000 gain  
in april. the jobless rate climbed to  
5.1 percent from 5 percent as participa-
tion increased.

 ■ China’s outbound investment more 
than doubled in the first quarter from a 
year earlier to $21.4 billion, private equity 
fund a Capital said.

 ■ South Korea’s economy expanded 
0.9 percent in the first quarter from the 
fourth quarter, when it grew 0.3 percent. 
that’s in line with the initial estimate pub-
lished in april. From a year earlier, GdP 
rose 2.8 percent.

 ■ Taiwan’s exports fell 6.3 percent in 
May from a year earlier after a 6.4 percent 
decline in april.
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FACE OFFmArket CALLS
by bLOOMbERG nEWS

Dennis Lim, co-chief executive officer 
of templeton asset Management, sees 
“bargains” in the biggest emerging markets 
after stock declines dragged the MSCi 
bRiC index into a bear market. “We are 
finding a lot of bargains in China, india, 
Russia, thailand, brazil, and even in 
africa,” he said.

michael Kurtz, Hong kong-based head 
of global equity strategy at nomura, said 
there is a “50/50 chance” that Greece will 
leave the euro.

Andrew Wilkinson, a Miller tabak & Co. 
strategist, said shares of smaller U.S. 
companies foreshadowed this week’s 
gains in stocks as they did when the worst 
bear market since the Great depression 
ended. He said the differential between the 
Russell 2000 index’s dividend yield and 
the 10-year treasury note’s yield pointed to 
“the onset of a stock-market recovery.”

royal Bank of Scotland said the EC’s 

draft proposal for bank recovery released 
yesterday does not present a near-term 
solution for Spain’s banking system.

Citigroup currency strategist Steven Eng-
lander said global economic data surpris-
es are the most negative since 2009, which 
may spur government policy makers to ac-
tion and create a positive risk environment. 
“the issue investors have been having is 
policy makers seem behind the curve, so 
this could mean a positive sign for risk and 
a negative for the dollar,” he said.

nordea Bank said Sweden’s central bank 
will cut its main lending rate in the second 
half. the Riksbank will lower its repo rate 
to 1 percent by the end of the year from 

1.5 percent, the Stockholm-based bank 
forecast in a report. the rate will be raised 
to 1.75 percent in 2013, nordea said.

Huang Fulong, an analyst at CitiCS 
Futures, said he expects to see “some 
consolidation of the recent gains” in gold 
prices above $1,600.

Katrina Ell, an economist at Moody’s ana-
lytics in Sydney, said the Rba “will likely 
sit on their hands and keep rates steady 
for the next couple of months”. She cited 
today’s jobs report which showed australia 
added 38,900 jobs in May. “despite the 
moderate uptick in unemployment, this is a 
stellar jobs report and paints a very healthy 
picture of the labor market,” said Ell.

Jason Schenker of Prestige Econom-
ics LLC predicts the price of gold will in-
crease to $1,750 an ounce in the fourth 
quarter, up from $1,621 currently. 

Bart melek of Toronto-Dominion Bank 
forecasts an increase to $1,800 an 
ounce. the median bloomberg survey 
forecast is for an increase to $1,838.

bloomberglink.com

HOW SUSTAINABLE
IS THIS 
MARKET RALLY?
Asset Management Summit
Jun 14, 2012
STATE ROOM 
BOSTON
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BOB DOLL 
DANIEL FUSS 
JOHN TAYLOR 
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Tax Revenue 40- Year Average 18.46% 

u.S. Long-term Budget Outlook Deteriorating as Fiscal Gridlock Looms

Fiscal gridlock in Washington has re-
sulted in the deterioration of the nation’s 
long term budget outlook. based on data 
published by the Congressional budget 
Office, should spending and revenues 
not be brought into alignment over the 
next several years, the fiscal drag on the 
economy will reach the point where it will 
become a long-term weight on overall 
growth, likely resulting in higher interest 
rates and funding problems for govern-
ment-issued debt. 

While a U.S. funding crisis may be years 
away, the near-term inability of policy 
makers to agree on appropriate levels of 
spending and taxes is at the core of the 
dispute that has resulted in an unusual 
confluence of expiring policies on January 
1, 2013. Unless an agreement to extend 
these policies is reached, the net impact 
on the economy will amount to a “fiscal 
cliff” of almost $560 billion, or 4 percent 
of gross domestic product. the ability, or 
lack thereof, of policy makers to arrive at a 
decision will shape the long-term budget 
picture of the U.S. 

based on research by Carmen Reinhart 
and kenneth Rogoff, once a nation’s debt-
to-GdP ratio exceeds 90 percent, it exerts 
a drag of 1 percent on growth annually. 
Under the CbO’s long-term baseline 
scenario, U.S. debt-to-GdP ratio will likely 
decline to 61 percent in 2022 from 73 per-
cent currently, and to 53 percent in 2037. 

the alternative scenario – if the na-
tion’s fiscal path is not put on a more 
sustainable footing – the debt-to-GdP 
ratio will increase to 93 percent in 2022 
and roughly 200 percent by 2037. to put 
this in perspective, the CbO’s alternative 
scenario indicates that net interest on 
the federal debt will exceed spending on 
Social Security in as little as 12 years.

that scenario is quite grim; the reality 
may be worse. the CbO assumes that the 
real annual interest rate on the 10-year 
treasury note will be 3 percent, and the 
real annual interest rate on federal debt 
held by the public will be 2.7 percent. 
While those rates are well above the 
prevailing 1.63 percent, those assump-
tions are likely to prove optimistic given 
the current path of federal spending and 
the general inaction on the part of policy 

makers to increase revenues or pare back 
long-term spending commitments. 

the 40-year average national tax rate is 
a little more than 18 percent. While as re-
cently as the mid 1990’s it has been higher 
than that, the rapid expansion of spending 
in the wake of the Great Recession, and 
the subdued tax revenues that followed it, 
exacerbated the imbalance between rev-
enues and spending. the result is govern-
ment spending likely to exceed 25 percent 
of overall growth in fiscal year 2012.

based on the past two decades, the 

public has expressed a preference for 
lower taxation while simultaneously 
maintaining high levels of benefits. Unless 
that preference structure changes, it will 
necessitate reduced levels of entitlement 
spending which may exacerbate the sharp 
policy divide in Washington. 

that policy divide underlies the near-
term risks associated with the economy 
hitting the fiscal cliff in 2013, and the long-
term damage to the economic outlook 
from the mis-alignment between revenues 
and federal spending. 

BuDGet WAtCH joseph Brusuelas, BloomBerg ecoNomist
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from a year earlier to $21.4 billion, accord-
ing to data from a Capital. Resources and 
energy made up 92 percent of all mergers 
and acquisitions, with China Petrochemi-
cal Corp. accounting for the largest deal, 
the $4.8 billion purchase of a 30 percent 
stake in Galp Energia SGPS Sa’s brazil-
ian unit. China, which holds $3.3 trillion 
of foreign-exchange reserves, is encour-
aging companies to spend overseas to 
secure energy and commodity resources, 
open factories and buy technology. busi-
nesses will invest an additional $800 bil-
lion in other countries by 2016, a Capital 
said in a report on its website today.

Europe is a “key strategic investment 
ground,” making up 83 percent of all non-
resources deals in the first quarter, said a 
Capital. Companies’ ability to get financing 
from state-owned banks has given them a 
competitive advantage in capital-intensive 
industries, according to the report.

— Bloomberg News

Fed’s yellen Sees Scope for 
Further easing on Jobs

Federal Reserve Vice Chairman Janet 
Yellen said “stalled” improvement in the 
labor market and weakening financial 
conditions may call for the central bank to 
boost its record monetary easing.

“Scope remains for the FOMC to provide 
further policy accommodation,” yellen said 
in boston yesterday. “it may well be ap-
propriate to insure against adverse shocks 
that could push the economy into territory 
where a self-reinforcing downward spiral 
of economic weakness would be diffi-
cult to arrest.” the Federal Open Market 
Committee meets June 19-20 to consider 
further steps to aid the economy after 
employment growth in May cooled to the 
slowest pace in a year. two regional Fed 
bank presidents who vote on policy, San 
Francisco’s John Williams and atlanta’s 
Dennis Lockhart, said yesterday the 
central bank should be prepared to take 
action if the economy deteriorates. Fed 
Chairman Ben S. Bernanke is scheduled 
to testify in Congress today.

yellen laid down three conditions for 
action: if the outlook entails “little or no 
improvement in the labor market over the 
next few years,” downside risks are “suffi-
ciently great,” or the inflation rate threat-
ens to drop “notably below” the Fed’s 2 
percent goal. the personal consumption 
expenditures price index rose 1.8 percent 
for the 12 months through april.

— Caroline Salas Gage

Draghi Stresses Limit of eCB 
tools as Pressure mounts 

the European Central bank may be run-
ning out of options it can stomach.

With the euro area assailed by spread-
ing recession, financial-market instability 
and political impasse over the direc-
tion the single currency should take, 
ECb President mario Draghi yesterday 
stressed the limitations of his current 
policy tools, from standard interest-rate 

cuts to bond-buying and liquidity injec-
tions. Moves such as quantitative easing 
or capping bond yields to calm markets 
remain taboo for the ECb, which says its 
main job is to ensure stable prices.

the ECb is reluctant to do more heavy 
lifting as governments procrastinate over 
the reforms it deems necessary to put the 
monetary union on a sustainable footing. 
draghi questioned the effectiveness of 
cutting rates further and flooding financial 
market with even more liquidity.

— Jeff Black, Jana Randow and Gabi Thesing

China’s Outbound investment 
Surges Amid europe’s Crisis  

China’s overseas investments acceler-
ated in the first quarter as Europe’s debt 
crisis provided opportunities to buy as-
sets, a private equity fund said.

Outbound investment more than doubled 

Federal reserve vice Chair Janet Yellen delivered a speech to the boston 
Economic Club last night that has drawn considerable attention overnight for its 
dovish content.  “it may well be appropriate to insure against adverse shocks that 
could push the economy into territory where a self-reinforcing downward spiral 
of economic weakness would be difficult to arrest,” she said. Here is a link to the 
full text of the speech. 
http://goo.gl/zLo2W

A nY Fed working paper analyzes the relationship between changes in bor-
rowers’ monthly mortgage payments and future credit performance. “applying a 
26 percent average monthly payment reduction that we estimate would result 
from refinancing under HaRP, we find that the cumulative five-year default rate 
on prime conforming adjustable-rate mortgages with loan-to-value ratios above 
80 percent declines by 3.8 percentage points.”  
http://goo.gl/nqFu4

An imF working paper takes a look at local governments’ fiscal balance, 
privatization, and banking sector reform in transition countries. did privatization 
help promote local governments’ fiscal discipline? “Privatization and subnational 
fiscal autonomy along with reforms to the banking system may prove effective at 
improving fiscal balances among local governments.”  
http://goo.gl/bWno7

Around the WeB  new research and commentary on the Web
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1D YTD YoY 30D FORWARD LAST 1D CHG YTD YoY 30D 5Y
%Chg %Chg %Chg Chart PE 12M YIELD BPS BPS BPS CHART CDS

MXCA Index Canada 1455.3 1.1% -3.0% -13.5% 11.5            GCAN10YR Index Canada 1.81% 6.5 -13.4 -118.6
MXUS Index U.S. 1255.5 2.3% 4.7% 2.1% 11.2            USGG10YR Index US 1.63% -2.7 -24.4 -136.3 50.0

MXAR Index Argentina 1114.1 1.4% -45.6% -61.3% 3.1               Argentina 1250.5
MXBR Index Brazil 2540.0 3.1% -10.1% -29.3% 8.6               GEBR5Y Index *Brazil (5Y) 9.93% -12.1 -114.2 160.0
MXCL Index Chile 2292.9 2.2% 1.1% -19.0% 14.6            COGR10Y Index Colombia 7.12% 3.0 -48.0 -84.0 149.9
MXCO Index Colombia 1192.7 1.9% 15.4% -1.6% 14.0            GMXN10YR Index Mexico 5.83% -0.1 -67.7 -110.8 149.5
MXMX Index Mexico 5600.3 1.0% 0.0% -8.5% 15.5            
MXPE Index Peru 1469.0 2.2% 6.2% 16.4% 11.1            

GAGB10YR Index Austria 2.21% 11.5 -69.7 -126.2 185.7
MXAT Index Austria 88.0 1.4% -5.3% -35.5% 7.0               GBGB10YR Index Belgium 2.96% 10.0 -112.9 -119.2 272.0
MXBE Index Belgium 50.9 2.1% 9.1% -1.9% 11.6            CZGB10YR Index Czech Rep. 3.19% 8.3 -40.2 -60.8 135.8
MXCZ Index Czech Rep. 304.9 1.6% -3.1% -15.3% 9.7               GDGB10YR Index Denmark 1.17% 3.9 -50.9 -209.9 129.0
MXDK Index Denmark 3839.6 3.0% 10.1% -3.4% 14.9            GFIN10YR Index Finland 1.66% 3.3 -65.8 -172.0 84.6
MXFI Index Finland 60.9 2.9% -10.5% -29.1% 12.6            GFRN10 Index France 2.52% 11.0 -63.0 -89.0 208.0
MXFR Index France 85.6 2.4% -2.4% -20.2% 8.8               GDBR10 Index Germany 1.35% 1.8 -47.6 -174.1 104.5
MXDE Index Germany 85.6 2.1% 0.3% -16.7% 8.8               GGGB10YR Index Greece 28.54% 3.6 1264.8
MXGR Index Greece 9.0 -3.1% -31.8% -71.0% 5.5               GHGB10YR Index Hungary 8.73% -10.0 -102.0 157.0 590.0
MXHU Index Hungary 936.2 3.3% 0.9% -29.2% 7.0               GIGB9YR Index *Ireland (9Y) 7.36% -2.0 -107.3 -424.7 691.3
MXIE Index Ireland 25.2 3.0% -1.4% 11.5% 18.3            GBTPGR10 Index Italy 5.68% 1.7 -142.4 95.0 524.5
MXIT Index Italy 40.8 3.4% -10.2% -32.6% 6.9               GNTH10YR Index Netherlands 1.84% 7.2 -35.0 -151.2 125.0
MXNL Index Netherlands 67.7 2.2% -4.4% -12.7% 9.1               GNOR9YR Index *Norway (9Y) 1.89% 12.1 -141.3 -141.3 32.3
MXNO Index Norway 2052.9 2.7% -4.9% -10.8% 8.7               POGB10YR Index Poland 5.33% -3.7 -56.4 -64.9 253.4
MXPL Index Poland 1469.7 3.5% -1.4% -27.0% 9.2               GSPT10YR Index Portugal 11.53% -10.0 -182.7 159.6 1119.8
MXPT Index Portugal 42.1 1.8% -18.3% -37.7% 9.1               RUGE9Y Index *Russia (9y) 4.11% 1.6 -50.0 -170.1 248.9
MXRU Index Russia 689.2 -0.2% -6.5% -31.9% n.a GSPG10YR Index Spain 6.16% -12.0 107.4 83.2 567.3
MXES Index Spain 70.4 2.5% -24.8% -36.9% 7.3               GSGB10YR Index Sweden 1.38% 23.5 -24.2 -159.6 67.9
MXSE Index Sweden 7254.7 0.5% -3.3% -17.6% 11.1            GSWISS10 Index Switzerland 0.65% 2.8 -1.1 -114.4
MXCH Index Switzerland 755.4 1.9% -1.9% -8.7% 11.2            GUKG10 Index UK 1.67% 0.7 -30.7 -166.4 74.6
MXGB Index UK 1595.4 2.3% -3.3% -8.2% 9.5               

MXEG Index Egypt 991.6 0.1% 27.3% -12.4% 6.9               GISR10YR Index Israel 4.43% 4.0 -11.0 -66.0 190.6
MXIL Index Israel 187.3 1.2% -5.7% -29.8% 7.3               
MXJO Index Jordan 212.4 -0.4% -7.6% -14.6% n.a
MXMA Index Morocco 311.3 -0.8% -13.6% -26.0% 11.7            GSAB9YR Index *South Africa (9Y) 7.65% -2.3 -30.8 -50.0 185.3
MXZA Index South Africa 887.9 1.2% 5.9% 9.5% 10.6            

GACGB10 Index Australia 3.08% 7.4 -59.3 -214.8 76.7
MXAU Index Australia 820.1 0.2% -0.3% -11.8% 10.5            GCNY10YR Index China 3.38% 1.0 -6.0 -46.0 131.6
MXCN Index China 52.4 1.3% -1.2% -21.6% 8.3               HKGG10Y Index Hong Kong 1.03% 3.2 -48.2 -127.0
MXHK Index Hong Kong 9238.4 1.5% 1.3% -16.5% 12.8            GIDN10YR Index Indonesia 6.48% -7.9 45.0 -87.3 229.2
MXID Index Indonesia 4534.0 3.9% -4.7% -4.5% 11.7            GIND10YR Index India 8.36% -1.4 -20.8 7.6
MXIN Index India 642.4 2.7% 7.5% -12.0% 12.3            GJGB10 Index Japan 0.88% 3.4 -10.6 -28.3 101.0
MXJP Index Japan 441.4 1.4% -1.2% -12.9% 10.8            GVSK10YR Index Korea 3.65% 3.0 -14.0 -55.0 138.0
MXKR Index Korea 525.7 0.9% 1.2% -12.6% 8.0               
MXLK Index Sri Lanka 513.0 0.8% -1.2% -24.1% n.a MGIY10Y Index Malaysia 3.52% -0.8 -18.4 -46.7 133.3
MXMY Index Malaysia 565.6 0.6% 1.1% -1.3% 13.9            GNZGB10 Index N. Zealand 3.41% 9.8 -40.7 -169.7 95.7
MXNZ Index N. Zealand 89.4 1.4% 5.4% -1.2% 14.2            PDSF10YR Index Philippines 6.01% -1.0 59.6 -65.6 188.0
MXPH Index Philippines 812.5 0.8% 13.5% 14.9% 15.7            PKIB10YR Index Pakistan 13.33% -5.0 32.0 -77.0
MXPK Index Pakistan 326.2 0.6% 15.0% -2.6% 5.9               MASB10Y Index Singapore 1.43% 4.0 -20.0 -87.0
MXSG Index Singapore 1475.9 1.5% 4.7% -12.8% n.a GVTL10YR Index Thailand 3.63% 4.4 34.4 -10.7 159.2
MXTH Index Thailand 433.0 1.8% 6.5% 5.6% 10.4            TGBY10T0 Index Turkey 8.81% -6.0 -90.0 -55.0 275.1
MXTR Index Turkey 782922.6 0.7% 6.8% -13.1% 8.3               

TICKER LAST 1D YTD YoY 30D 1Y

LAST 1D Chg YTD YoY 30D 1Y PRICE %CHG %CHG %CHG CHART Z-SCORE
PRICE bps/% bps/% bps/% CHART Z-SCORE

ARS Curncy Argentine Peso 4.49 0.3% -4.3% -8.9% 2.0
$$SWAP10 Curncy 10Y US Swap Spread 16.5 -0.3 -0.3 4.1 0.5 BRL Curncy Brazilian Real 2.03 0.5% -8.2% -22.1% 2.1
$$SWAP2 Curncy 2Y US Swap Spread 32.0 -0.9 -16.3 12.2 -0.1 CAD Curncy Canadian Dollar 1.03 0.1% -0.7% -5.2% 1.2
USGGBE01 Index 1Y Breakeven Rate 0.3 -0.7 -1.0 -1.3 -1.7 CLP Curncy Chilean Peso 506.65 -1.1% 2.5% -7.5% 0.8
.2Y10Y Index 2Y10Y Spread 136.6 -3.1 -27.1 -122.4 -1.5 COP Curncy Colombian Peso 1782.92 -0.5% 8.7% 0.0% -0.7
.10YV3MSP Index 3M10Y 155.1 -2.7 -31.5 -140.8 -1.4 MXN Curncy Mexican Peso 14.01 -0.1% -0.5% -16.1% 1.4
.TED3M Index 3M Ted Spread 38.7 0.0 -18.4 17.1 0.0
.LIBORIOS Index 3M Libor/OIS 30.7 0.2 -19.1 16.7 -0.1 GBP Curncy British Pound 1.55 -0.1% -0.3% -5.8% -1.3
JPEIPLSP Index EMBI+ Spread 390.2 -20.1 13.7 101.8 1.2 CZK Curncy Czech Koruna 20.18 -0.1% -2.2% -18.3% 1.5
.AAA10Y Index IG Corp Spread 198.8 2.7 9.4 -2.7 0.3 DKK Curncy Danish Krone 5.91 0.1% -3.0% -14.1% 1.7
.AAABAA Index IG HY Corp Spread 135.0 0.0 -4.0 60.0 -6.2 EUR Curncy Euro 1.26 -0.1% -3.0% -14.4% -1.6
MUNSMT10 Index Muni Spread 109.0 -7.0 14.4 23.1 0.9 HUF Curncy Hungarian Forint 235.78 -0.6% 3.1% -23.5% 1.1

NOK Curncy Norwegian Krone 6.06 0.0% -1.4% -11.9% 1.8
VIX Index CBOE VIX Index 22.2 -10.2% -5.3% 22.6% -0.3 PLN Curncy Polish Zloty 3.42 -0.4% 0.9% -21.5% 1.2
SKEW Index CBOE Skew Index 119.7 2.2% 3.0% 3.1% -0.4 RON Curncy Romanian Leu 3.55 0.1% -6.0% -20.3% 1.9

RUB Curncy Russian Ruble 32.37 0.1% -0.7% -14.4% 1.6
SEK Curncy Swedish Krona 7.16 0.1% -3.8% -14.2% 2.0

LAST 1D YTD YoY 30D CHF Curncy Swiss Franc 0.96 0.1% -1.8% -12.5% 1.2
PRICE %Chg %Chg %Chg CHART TRY Curncy Turkish Lira 1.83 0.2% 3.2% -13.7% 0.7

UAH Curncy Ukranian Hryvnia 8.08 -0.1% -0.5% -1.5% 2.6
C 1 Comdty Corn 590.0 0.6% -8.7% -19.9% 39.1
KC1 Comdty Coffee 156.8 0.6% -30.9% -40.4% 24.7 ILS Curncy Israeli Shekel 3.88 -0.1% -1.8% -13.3% 1.4
SB1 Comdty Sugar 20.2 1.5% -13.3% -17.0% 24.0 ZAR Curncy S. African Rand 8.33 0.2% -2.9% -19.5% 0.0
W 1 Comdty Wheat 624.8 0.1% -4.3% -14.9% 41.6

AUD Curncy Australian Dollar 0.99 0.0% -2.8% -7.4% -1.3
LA1 Comdty Aluminum 1945.3 0.2% -2.6% -26.4% 12.1 CNY Curncy Chinese Renminbi 6.36 0.0% -1.1% 1.8% 0.1
HG1 Comdty Copper 334.8 -0.9% -2.6% -19.3% 20.5 HKD Curncy HK Dollar 7.76 0.0% 0.1% 0.3% -1.1
GC1 Comdty Gold 1622.0 -0.7% 3.5% 5.1% 19.6 INR Curncy Indian Rupee 55.04 -0.6% -3.6% -18.8% 1.7
SI1 Comdty Silver 29.2 -0.8% 4.9% -21.1% 29.1 IDR Curncy Indonesian Rupiah 9459.00 1.4% -4.1% -10.0% 1.9

JPY Curncy Japanese Yen 79.38 0.2% -3.1% 0.9% 0.4
CO1 Comdty Crude (Brent) 100.2 -0.4% -6.7% -14.2% 22.6 SGD Curncy Singapore Dollar 1.28 0.1% 1.6% -3.8% 0.6
CL1 Comdty Crude (WTI) 84.9 -0.2% -14.1% -14.3% 22.6 NZD Curncy N. Zealand Dollar 0.77 -0.1% -0.9% -6.2% -1.2
XB1 Comdty Gasoline 267.9 -0.4% -0.3% -10.5% 24.3 KRW Curncy S. Korean Won 1171.45 -0.3% -1.6% -7.6% 1.3
NG1 Comdty Natural Gas 2.4 -0.7% -19.5% -50.2% 56.1 THB Curncy Thai Baht 31.52 0.4% 0.1% -4.0% 1.4

TWD Curncy Taiwan Dollar 29.88 0.0% 1.3% -4.0% 0.5
CRY Index CRB index 273.8 1.3% -10.3% -21.0% 12.9
BDIY Index Baltic Dry Index 878.0 -2.9% -49.5% -40.8% 25.9 EURGBP Curncy Euro-Pound 0.8 0.0% 2.7% 10.0% -1.4
GI1 COMB Index GS Cmdty Index 593.0 1.6% -8.3% -14.3% 16.6 EURNOK Curncy Euro-NOK 7.6 -0.1% 1.6% 3.0% -0.6
CMCITR  Index UBS-Bloomberg Cmdty 1196.0 0.0% -5.7% -16.6% 12.4 EURCHF Curncy Euro-Swiss Franc 1.2 0.0% 1.3% 2.3% 0.0
DBLCDBAT Index DBIQ Diversified Ag Index 213.5 1.5% -8.5% -17.8% 13.9
Source: Bloomberg. Updated at 6:30 a.m. ET
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Ethan Harris, head of developed markets 
economic research, Bank of America merrill 
Lunch, talks to tom keene and ken Prewitt 
about the looming ‘fiscal cliff’.
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Terry Belton, JPMorgan; Arthur Levitt; John 
Stoltzfus, oppenheimer; Donald Straszheim, ISI 
Group; Brian Blair, Wedge Partners; Bret Baier, 
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bank deposits across the euro zone, and 
start issuing euro-area bonds, a true fiscal 
union. So these are fiscal policy things 
that need to be done. the ECb does have 
some firepower left. they can certainly 
flood the economy with liquidity and i think 
they can stop a panic in Europe. but they 
cannot fix Europe’s deeper problems.

Q: Seeing german industrial production 
dip, with your cautious view on Ameri-
ca, how close are we to a recession?
A: i don’t think we are close to a recession. 
i think that a number of things have to go 
badly for us to go into a recession. Right 
now, the U.S. is growing at about 2 percent. 
So it is a very disappointing growth rate, 
but it is not a recession. What would make 
a recession a real risk would be if the Euro-
pean crisis and our fiscal crisis intersected. 
in other words, at year-end with the U.S. 
economy slowing as this fiscal cliff looms, if 
the European crisis were to simultaneously 
get very bad, that could trigger a recession. 

Q: There is an election in november. 
And vincent reinhart, former Fed 
economist, morgan Stanley, in The 
Washington Post, “The Fed is going to 
try to do the right thing. The headline 
they most worry about is ‘the Fed acts 
to help the incumbent’.”
A: Well, the thing is that by not acting, the 
Fed is hurting the incumbent. So once the 
Fed goes down the path of trying to please 
politicians, it has lost its independence. i 
think that bernanke’s view is, “i’ll do what 
i think is right, i’ll explain it to people in 
press conferences and in 60 Minute inter-
views and so on, but i am not going to let 
the political pressures determine where i 
go with policy.” So i think they will ease into 
an election if the economy warrants it.

Q: What does history tell us about the 
Fed and the election cycle?
A: the last QE policy was debated and 
then implemented right at the mid-term 
elections. Greenspan i think was a little 
more sensitive to politics. bernanke is more 
of a technocrat. 

Q: Let’s go back to an Econ 101 ques-
tion. if we are more productive is that 
nothing but a replacement for jobs?
A: it isn’t normally. in the course of history, 
productivity has gone up for hundreds of 
years, since the industrial Revolution. So it 
doesn’t have to replace jobs. the problem 
right now is not productivity replacing jobs, 

Q: We just don’t have to worry about 
inflation, do we?
A: no, not at all. We have a very weak 
economy, lots of spare capacity, workers 
getting very small wage increases. So it 
is very hard to get serious price inflation if 
wages don’t go up.

Q: What is your gDP call into year-end?
A: We are looking for further slowing 
growth. the current quarter is adding up to 
a little less than 2 percent, and then as we 
go into year-end we have growth slowing 
to just 1 percent. We are way below the 
consensus in our view.

Q: What do the optimists get wrong?
A: there are two keys to this very weak 
view. One is Europe, of course, and we 
think the full impact of Europe hasn’t been 
felt yet in the U.S. as negative confidence 
and trade effects hit. the other issue is 
our own fiscal crisis with the government 
threatening very big fiscal austerity at the 
end of the year and the so-called “fiscal 
cliff.” that is going to be a strong mes-
sage to businesses in the second half to 
slow down and wait to see what happens. 
they are going to be concerned about a 
potential recession next year, and so if i 
am planning a big investment at a firm, i 
am going to say, “hey, wait a second, let’s 
see what happens after the election, let’s 
see if they do something sensible out here.” 
then i will move ahead with my spending 
plans. So we think that fiscal cliff is going to 
affect spending behavior this year, as well 
as next year.

Q: Turning to Europe now, has the ECB 
has done all they can do?
A: they are not the main problem here. 
We really need the central governments of 
Europe to put together a serious euro zone 
deposit insurance system that protects 

but the economy doesn’t have enough 
takeoff speed to generate jobs and produc-
tivity growth. 
(This interview was condensed and edited.)
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